4245
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71 (ADA pair), 73 (single and BAH pair), 74 (BGV pair),
76a (CEG pair), 76c (CNY pair), 77 (single and CRR run of
ten), 78 (DJA run of eight, DPQ 909998, 9, 910000 trio).
Mostly flat uncirculated. (33)
$500

Fourteenth Session, Commencing at 4.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES

4246
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71, 72, 74 (BKU 547745-radar number) 74 (5), 75 (5),
76a (5 including pair) (6), 77 (21 including run of 4), 78
(51 nine singles, DKQ 027927/46 run of twenty and DKT
240933/57 run of twenty five plus 961/2, 6, 68/9). Mostly
uncirculated. (102)
$400

DECIMAL ISSUES

4247
One dollar, Coomb/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71, 73, 74 (3), 77 (singles (5) and pairs (2)), 78 (run of
(11) plus pair) plus DPS single, training notes (25). Fine
- uncirculated. (52)
$150
4248
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) AGS 708910 (R.72).
Flattened, good very fine.
$120

4241*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 575963 (R.71) first
serial prefix. Virtually uncirculated.
$350
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4249
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) BAD 477034-035 (R.73)
consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (2)
$100

4242
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AAA 612539 (R.71) first
serial prefix, another, second prefix, AAB 968988. Centre
fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated. (2)
$400

4250
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BTK 191919 (R.75)
repeating digit pairs. Nearly very fine.
$30
4251
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) BNB (R.75); Knight/
Wheeler (1976) CCR (R.76a); Knight/Stone (1979) CPS,
CQB, CQR, CTQ, CVQ, CXH, CXX, CYN, CZA, DDS,
DEN, DER, DFT, DGE and last prefix, DGH 569288 (R.77);
Johnston/Stone (1982) DGZ, DKC, DKK, DLQ, DLZ,
DPC, DPK and DKR 845632/634 three consecutive notes
(R.78). The last prefix note with fold and light corner crease,
consecutive three notes with light centre bend, one R.78 with
two punch holes, of the rest about seven are good - fine, the
remainder are mainly good extremely fine. (27)
$50

4243
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71-78 DPS last prefix). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated.
(10)
$500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4252
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) CDQ 222222 (R.76a)
rare solid number note. Rippling, otherwise nearly
uncirculated and rare.
$220
4253
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) centre thread CGA
207865/74 ten consecutive notes (R.76a). Uncirculated.
(10)
$70

part

4244*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone (1982)
(R.71-78). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated, the Coombs/
Randall (illustrated) scarce. (10)
$500

4254
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) DBP 405287/90 (R.76b)
four consecutive prefix test notes. Uncirculated. (4)
$120

378

4255
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) side thread, GLG
131828/37 ten consecutive notes (R.76C). First note with
small bottom left corner crease, centre fold uncirculated.
(10)
$100

4266
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ALN 735689 (R.103);
two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) GPE 915956, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) (2) KZS 576253, KZT 576253, consecutive
prefixes and matching numbers (R.123, 131); five dollars,
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) NHS 865163 (R.143); ten dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAS 306492 (R.161); twenty dollars,
Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAN 904186 (R.181). Uncirculated.
(7)
$270

4256
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979), CSY 057379/80 (brunette
hair); DDT 271409/10 (blonde hair), two consecutive pairs
illustrating interesting ink variations (R.77). Uncirculated.
(4)
$50

4267
One to ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969), one dollar, ALN
198857 (R.73), (1968) two dollars, FQT 576629 (R.83),
(1969) five dollars, NEX 465353, (1968) ten dollars, SHT
707892 (R.203); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) with
overprint, AA 09 072111, AA 11 083738/9 consecutive pair
(McGF$10 1). Uncirculated. (7)
$150

4257
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979), CXE and CXF 296428
(R.77); Johnston/Stone (1982) DGS and DGT 019248
(R.78), two consecutive pairs with same serial numbers.
Uncirculated. (4)
$50
4258
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) DFC 859859/958 (R.77) an
original pack of one hundred consecutive notes with the last
being a radar number 859958. Uncirculated. (100)
$600

4268
One dollar to ten dollars, 1966-1993, assorted issues from
circulation, only a few better than average (R.73, 75, 77, 78
(13), 81, 83 (2), 84 (4), 88 (2), 89 (8), 201 (3), 204, 206c,
209a (6), 217 (2), 218 (3), 301 (5), 303 (15), 304 (17), 313,
310, 310a, 310b (22), 316). Fair - extremely fine. (112)
$900

4259
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPS 473120/1 (R.78)
consecutive pair of last serial prefix. Uncirculated. (2)
$70

4269
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to fifty dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.74, 83, 209, 213, 214, 307 (3), 309, 512),
also Ireland one pound 17.9.70. Fine - very fine. (11)
$150

4260
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DKH 707063/4,
707066/163 two consecutive and ninety eight consecutive
in mint pack of one hundred notes, includes DKH 707070
(R.78). Uncirculated. (100)
$250

4270
One dollar to fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972)
Commonwealth of Australia (R.74, 84, 204, 304, 404),
Australia (1974) (R.75, 85, 205 (single and run of 4) 305,
405, 505). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (15)
$300

4261
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLP 026197/296 original
pack of one hundred notes (R.78). Uncirculated. (100)
$250
4262
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DPA 946019/118;
220/319 (R.78) two original packs or bundles of one hundred
consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (200)
$500

4271
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972)(R.74), (1974)(R.75),
Knight/Stone (1979), CQL 746071/80 (R.77) run of ten;
DKU 140140 (R.78); two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968)
GQP pair (R.83); five dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972)
to Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.204 (2), 206c pair, 209a, 212
(pair and trio), 213 (pair)). The first extremely fine, others
uncirculated. (26)
$150

4263
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DKQ 027563/665; DKP
027663/762, 763/862 (includes radar note 027720)(R.78)
three packs of one hundred consecutive notes. Uncirculated.
(300)
$750

4272
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) five dollars, Fraser/
Higgins (1990) (R.74, 76a (2), 76c (5), 77, 81 (FAA 385871
first serial prefix), 83, 86b (3), 89 (10), 206b, 207, 208, 209a,
209b (2), 212). Heavily circulated, fair - very fine. (31)
$200

4264
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ADF 206800, Coombs/
Randall (1968) AHC 536064, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) BKV
604587 (R.71, 72, 73); two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968)
FLS 341049 (R.82). Nearly extremely fine; fine; uncirculated;
very fine. (4)
$70

4273
One dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) to Johnston/Stone
(1982) (R.74 (10), R77 (14), R78 (19)); two dollars, Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) to Johnston/Fraser (1985) (R.84 (trio), 88
(four pairs), 89 (run of four and pair); five dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) R.209a (two runs of five) also single R.212,
R.214 (6 including pair). Fine - uncirculated. (77)
$200

4265
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1967) to twenty dollars,
Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R.72, 77, 78 (12, one DPS last
prefix), 84 (2), 89 (2), 213 (QJK 000071), 404 plus 310 in
folder). Very good - uncirculated. (21)
$70
379

4274
One dollar - one hundred dollars, accumulation comprising
one dollar (R.74, 76a[torn], 77 [8], 78 [16]) (26); two dollars
(R.89 [4]); five dollars (R.209a, 209b) (2); ten dollars (R.303
[4], 304) (5); twenty dollars (R.401 [3]), Coombs/Randall
(1967) XBQ 582220 first prefix (R.402), Phillips/Randall
(1968) includes XEU 369773 last prefix (R.403) (4), Phillips/
Wheeler (1972) includes XEV 069279 first prefix and XGY
903384 last prefix (R.404) (6); one hundred dollars (R.613);
also one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/11 260405
(R.34b). The twenty dollars (R.402) with the word 'FUR'
in ink on front right edge otherwise good fine, the last prefix
(R.403) with a small top edge tear and fine, the first and last
prefixes (R.404) with a few small tone spots and fine, the last
with foxing and very good, the rest poor - very fine. (53)
$550

4280
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DJG 995566 (R.78),
twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) VRE 886600
(R.409a) two three digit pair serials. Nearly uncirculated.
(2)
$50
4281
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DNZ 803308 (R.78);
two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JDZ 510015 (R.87); five
dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PYK 677776 (R.209b), all
three radar numbers. Uncirculated. (3)
$400
4282
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DJA 825972, DJB 825972
(R.78); two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LAV 924428430 (R.89) consecutive run of three notes, the second a radar
note; ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFA 294358, SFC
398720 (R.302); twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966)
XAA 790041 (R.401). Very fine - uncirculated. (8)
$120
4283
One and two dollars, one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) DLH
221341/2 consecutive pair, DPF 804252/5 four consecutive,
DPL 595580/600 twenty one consecutive (R.78) (27); two
dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JVL 178770/9 ten consecutive
(R.87) (10), Johnston/Stone (1983) KHF 239037 (R.88),
Johnston/Fraser (1985) LKX 227495, LLH 193524, LLS
383122, LNG 742789/98 ten consecutive, LQD 799524/53
thirty consecutive (R.89) (43). Centre folds, mostly nearly
extremely fine. (81)
$170

4275
One dollar - twenty dollars, one dollar, Knight/Wheeler
(1976) CFB (R.76a), Knight/Stone (1972) CYP - DNY
(R.77) (6); two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FHP (R.81),
Phillips/Randall (1967) GGN (R.82), Johnston/Stone (1983)
KNA (R.88), Johnston/Fraser (1985) KSH - LPF (R.89)
(39); twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAD (R.401);
world notes (5) in poor condition, one a half note only and
includes a Dawson (Canada) trade dollar, 1986; Union Bank
of Australia, London, bank cheque, 189-, unissued. Poor
- very fine. (56)
$120
4276
One dollar, Knight/Wheeler (1976) CDA 481226 (R.76a),
Johnston/Stone (1982) DLP 939299/308 (R.78) run of ten
consecutive notes; two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LGV
run of ten, LHD run of ten, LKD broken run of twenty at the
end, LND run of twenty and broken run of ten at the end;
five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QHK run of five (R.213).
Uncirculated. (86)
$200
4277
One dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) CZE 000833, Johnston/
Stone (1982) DJL, DJQ, DJU, DLD, DLH, DLV, DPD,
DPG (R.77, 78); ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SEF
(R.302); twenty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) XPG,
Johnston/Stone (1983) VNV, Johnston/Fraser (1985)
OCR-B, VUL, Fraser/Cole (1991) RHZ (R.405, 408, 409a,
413). The ten dollars with a large diagonal pen mark, other
notes very fine - extremely fine, a few one dollar notes are
uncirculated. (14)
$100

4284*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FAA 852732 (R.81)
first serial prefix. Virtually uncirculated and scarce.
$1,500
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4278
One dollar - ten dollars, one dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982)
DPS 477263 (R.78); two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985)
LQG 816253 (R.89); five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QPG
905173 (R.213); ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRR
671609 (R.313), all last prefix notes. Uncirculated. (4)
$220
4279
One dollar, Johnston/Stone (1982) to one hundred dollars,
Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.78, 87(2), 89, 218, 320, 406a, 418,
420, 511, 518, 520 (2), 613). All circulated, the 420 with
small piece of polymer broken out, good - very fine. (14)
$350

4285*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) FCD 899999-900000
(R.81). Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$100
380

4286
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81-89). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (11)
$200

4295
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JKG 240405, JKR
307197/8 consecutive pair, JNU 192164, JPL 125284,
JSK 263982, JSU 276016/20 five consecutive notes, JTZ
895641, JUY 830703, JVY 263880/2 three consecutive
notes, JVY 263884/7 four consecutive notes, JYG 196374/6
three consecutive notes, JYV 364999/5000 two consecutive
notes (R.87). Several uncirculated, the rest centre fold nearly
uncirculated, one with creases. (25)
$100

4287
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Knight/Stone (1979)
(R.81 (single and FAV pair), 82 (single and FLS pair), 83
(CRD and GFT pairs), 84 (single and GXV pair), 85 (HFC,
HGV pairs and single), 86b (HRS pair), 86c (single and
HYZ pair (2), JCE pair), 87 (JXJ run of ten)). Mostly flat
uncirculated. (37)
$800

4296
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LGY 666210/9 ten
consecutive notes (R.89). Nearly uncirculated. (10)
$60

4288
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81 pair, 84 (2), 85, 86a, 86b, 86c (9, including
trio) , 87 (8 singles, 8 pairs, two trios), 88 (KEH 332233radar number) 88 (14 including two pairs), 89 (10). Mostly
uncirculated. (72)
$400

4297
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LFD 701138-139,
LFE 701138-139, LFG 701138-139, LFJ 701138-139, LFH
701138-139, LFK 701138-139, LFL 701138-139, LFQ
701138-139, LFR 701138-139 nine consecutive pairs of
notes, LFD 701118-123 consecutive run of six notes, LFD,
LFE, LFG, LFH, LFJ 701129 (R.89). Nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (29)
$300

4289
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) - Johnston/Fraser
(1985) (R.81 (single and pair), 83, 84 (pair), 86c (pair), 87
(singles (2) and pair), 88 (singles (2) and pairs (5)), 89 (singles
(6) and run of (5)). Fine - uncirculated. (35)
$120

4298
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LLQ 238077/126
(R.89) fifty consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (50)
$200

4290
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) FNH 220771/4 (R.82)
four consecutive notes. Nearly uncirculated. (4)
$240

4299
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LEX 359013/36,
359038/113 twenty four consecutive and seventy six
consecutive in mint pack of one hundred notes (R.89).
Uncirculated. (100)
$300
4300
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LGQ 093040/139 mint
pack of one hundred consecutive notes, includes repeating
number LGQ 093093 (R.89). Uncirculated. (100)
$500
4301
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) FPJ 825804/5
consecutive pair (R.82); five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967)
NBL 988947 (R.202); ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967)
SFC 157570 (R.302). Centre fold and crease, otherwise good
extremely fine; uncirculated; uncirculated. (3)
$500

4291*
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GXF 777777 (R.84)
solid number note. Extremely fine and rare.
$500

4302
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JPS 358630, JTD 088153
(R.87); Last $2 Presentation Collection No 207, Johnston/
Fraser (1985) LQE 872072 by Reserve Bank and Note
Printing Branch; ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) vertical
uncut pair MGK and MGL 600995 (Mc $10 U7); Spirit
of Discovery, limited edition portfolio no.00219 includes
Navigator one and two dollar stamps, Coombs/Wilson ten
shillings (1961) AG/70 711090 (R.17), Bass & Flinders
proof silver medal, 1998, fifty cents, 1998 Bass & Flinders.
Uncirculated. (5)
$100

4292
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) HFJ 360061-064
(R.84). Third note is a radar serial. Uncirculated. (4)
$200
4293
Two dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) GRL 287081/90 ten
consecutive notes (R.84). The first note with some faint
foxing on front, all notes with centre fold, otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (10)
$100
4294
Two dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) JVF 753292-297, JVF
753300-416 (R.87) pack of one hundred notes. Uncirculated.
(100)
$750

4303
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) FLK 769679 (R.82);
five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NCL 806385 (R.202).
Teller's flick, otherwise uncirculated; light crease, otherwise
uncirculated. (2)
$150
381

4304
Two dollars - one hundred dollars, all used notes, Johnston/
Fraser, two, five, ten (2, bicentennial), and one hundred
dollars, Fraser/Cole, five (paper 1, polymer 1) and fifty
dollars, Fraser/Higgins, twenty dollars; U.S.A., two dollars,
1976 bicentennial issue, uncut block of four in Bureau of
Engraving and Printing folder, serial no. I 99995423A;
Disneyland, one Disney dollar (1991) and one day passport
ticket (1992); Note Printing Australia albums (3) two for
storage of Souvenir and Deluxe type folders and single notes
and one for storage of uncut blocks of notes. Notes very
good - nearly very fine, albums very fine - extremely fine.
(14 items & 3 albums)
$280

4310
Five dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) NZR 666666 (R.207) rare
solid number note. Virtually uncirculated and rare.
$350
4311
Five dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) PFS 828522-528, PFS
828530-532, PFT 363547-555 (R.208), Johnston/Fraser
(1985) PNL 569566-583 (R.209a) consecutive runs of seven,
three, nine and eighteen notes. All with light centre fold,
nearly uncirculated. (37)
$350
4312
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) PKF 536400-408
(R.209a) first prefix, consecutive run of nine notes. All with
light centre fold, nearly uncirculated. (9)
$120
4313
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1985) QNT 951530, QNT
951532-535, QNT 951550-569 (R.209a) consecutive runs
of four, ten and twenty notes. All with centre fold, extremely
fine - nearly uncirculated. (35)
$300
4314
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCR-B, PQU, PVH,
PXH (R.209a) (3), Gothic, PYY, QAG, QBL, QDE, QDR,
QEH, QEY (R.209b) (7); Fraser/Higgins (1990) QFE, QFK,
QFZ, QGE, QGQ, QGR, QGT, QHC, QHE, QJJ (4) (R.212)
(13); Fraser/Cole (1991) QHG (2), QHJ, QHK, QHL, QHN,
QHQ, QHR, QHU, QHX, QHY, QHZ, QJB (2), QJC, QJF,
QJG, QJJ, QJK (2), QJN (2), QJQ, QKC, QKK, QKY, QLC
(R.213) (26). Very good - nearly extremely fine. (50)
$270

4305*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 976527 (R.202)
first prefix. Uncirculated.
$1,000
4306
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) NAA 447521 first
prefix (R.202). Cleaned and flattened, good very fine.
$200

4315
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) OCR-B, QBR 796486,
QCH 963641 (R.209a), Gothic, QBH 612704, 612999
(R.209b); Fraser/Higgins (1990) QJK 929807/9 three
consecutive, QJK 929811/17 seven consecutive (R.212);
Fraser/Cole (1991) QHH 412799, QHX 437407, QJA
353936, QJK 455466, QJK 455467 (R.213). Centre fold
and some with light creases, good extremely fine. (19)
$120

4307
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) to Macfarlane/Evans
(2001) (R.202, 204, 205 (2) b, C (two close singles, pair
and run of four), 214 (run of ten and pair), 216 (4 including
EA93), 217 (2), 219 (3). Mostly uncirculated. (34)
$400
4308
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.203 (3), 204 (NHB pair), 206a (1), 206b (single and
NUB pair), 206c (NVZ pair), 207 (run of eight), 208 (PGC
run of ten), 209a (PRB run of five), 209b (DYH run of
six), 212 (QGT run of ten), 213 (QPG last prefix trio). Flat
uncirculated. (43)
$1,000

4316
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QDU and QDV 000721,
a pair with same serial number (R.212). Uncirculated. (2)
$80
4317
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGQ and QGT
846483/4, two pairs with the same serial numbers (R.212).
Uncirculated. (4)
$150

4309
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) - Macfarlane/Henry
(2007), a collection including duplicates and runs in red
Lighthouse album (R.203, 207 (2), 208(2), 209a (singles
(6) and a PXT trio), 209b (3 singles and a QAB pair), 212
(single two pairs and a QHG run of four), 213 (singles (3),
pair and run of 4 and 10), 214 (AA singles (9) and trios (2)),
216 (singles (4) in broken runs), 217 (singles (9), pair, CH
run of 10), 218 (singles (13)), 2BA98 first pairs, test note
pairs (4), 219 (AA01 runs of (4) and (10), single, pairs (2),
singles (7), trio run of (10) last prefix JD01), 220 (EA03 last
prefix trio, BA05 first prefix trio, KC05 last prefix run of (6);
BA03 first prefix pair, singles (10) plus uncut vertical pair of
R.212. Uncirculated. (215)
$1,350

4318
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QGG 103592/601
(R.212) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$100
4319
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) QJR 999524/5 consecutive
pair, last prefix (Mc PX 2-1). Encased in perspex as issued by
Note Printing Australia with stand, uncirculated. (2)
$150

382

4320
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QPG 905165/6 last prefix,
consecutive pair (R.213L). Uncirculated. (2)
$140

4330
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) first signature prefix
and first 1996 year prefix, BA 96 365122/3 consecutive pair
(Mc 304a/1), first year prefix for 1997 dated series, BA 97
000115/6 consecutive pair (Mc 304b/1). Uncirculated. (4)
$110

4321
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QPF and QPG 905099/100,
two pairs with the same serial numbers (R.213). Uncirculated.
(4)
$200

4331
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) first signature prefix
and first 1996 year prefix, BA 96 482817/8 consecutive pair
(Mc 304a/1), last signature prefix and last 1996 year prefix,
EA 96 481381 (Mc 303b/2). Uncirculated. (4)
$110

4322
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 01, AA 02, AA 03,
AA 04, all with the same serial number 745538 (R.214).
Uncirculated. (4)
$150

4332
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) CS/CT/CU 97 999370
same serial number consecutive prefixes test notes (R.218).
Uncirculated and rare. (3)
$100

4323
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) QJJ 002043/142 (R.213)
original pack of one hundred notes. Uncirculated. (100)
$750

4333
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) BM 98 373267/8
and CA 98 373267/8, different prefixes with matching
consecutive numbers (R.218). Uncirculated. (4)
$90
4334
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) EA 98 975554
(R.218); (2001) JD 01 777044 (R.219), both last prefixes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$90
4335
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA 01 143928/30,
first prefix, consecutive run of three (R.219). Uncirculated.
(3)
$90

4324*
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 19 738055 (R.214) last
serial prefix. Nearly uncirculated.
$300

4336
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001), Centenary of
Federation, EB 01 744773/7, consecutive run of five (R.219).
Uncirculated. (5)
$80

4325
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AA 82 340020/4, run of five
consecutive, light green serials (R.214). Uncirculated. (5)
$120

4337
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) AA01 141184/92
(R.219) nine consecutive first serial prefix notes. Uncirculated.
(9)
$100

4326
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 14419858/67 (R.214) ten
consecutive light green serial numbers. Uncirculated. (10)
$200
4327
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) AB 14419868/77 (R.214) ten
consecutive, light green serial numbers. Uncirculated. (10)
$200

4338
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (2001) FB 01 717800/5
six consecutive notes, FB 01 717807/8 and 810/1 two
consecutive pairs (R.219). Uncirculated. (10)
$120

4328
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) EA 93 pair (R.216)
consecutive pair of last serial prefix; AA958 (R.217)
consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (4)
$100

4339
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BA 02 002078/80,
first prefix, run of three consecutive low numbers (R.220).
Uncirculated. (3)
$100

4329
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) AA 95 002126/8 first
prefix, consecutive run of three with low numbers (R.217).
Uncirculated. (3)
$140

4340
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) HB 06 833321/3,
last prefix, run of three consecutive numbers (R.220).
Uncirculated. (3)
$60

383

4341
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BA 02 005274/5
consecutive pair first signature and first 2002 year prefix, EA
02 178904/5 consecutive pair last year prefix for 2002 issue,
BA 03 050446/7 consecutive pair first year prefix for 2003
issue, BE 03 45768/9 consecutive pair (Mc306a/1, 306b/1,
306b). Uncirculated. (8)
$90

4349
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.301, 309 (6 including a run of five), 313 (three pairs
and five singles), 316 (AA 93 pair, two GB 93 pairs). Fine
- uncirculated. (23)
$300
4350
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.301 (2, including SAA first prefix), 303 (2), 304 (2),
310 (single and two in folders), 310a, 310b (17 plus pair),
316 (6). The first two nearly extremely fine, others mostly
uncirculated. (35)
$450

4342
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2006) CA 06 630605/14
(R.220) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$60
4343
Five dollars, MacFarlane/Henry (2002) FC 06 888888, FD
06 888888, FE 06 888888 (R.220). Uncirculated. (3)
$100

4351
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Cole (1991)
(R.301 (single and SAK pair), 304 (SUT pair), 305 (TEB
pair), 306b (TNA, TND pairs), 307a (TTD pair), 308(UAL
run of ten), 309 (UHS run of ten), 310b (1), 312 (two singles
and MGQ run of five) 313 (single, MNE pair, MJS run of
ten). Flat uncirculated. (54)
$1,500

4344
Five dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) to Fifty dollars, Fraser/
Cole (1991) (R.209a, 218, 513 pair). Uncirculated. (4)
$200

4352
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Johnston/Stone
(1982) (R.301(2), 303, 304 (2), 305 (3), 306a, b (total 50),
307 a (39) b (8), 308). Heavily circulated, fair - good very
fine. (106)
$1,100

4345
Five dollars - fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996-1997)
first year prefix for 1998 series, five dollars BA 98 353821
(Mc 304c/1), ten dollars AA 98 161837 (Mc 402c/1), twenty
dollars AA 98 927566 (Mc 501b/1), fifty dollars AA 98
643700 (Mc 602b/1). Uncirculated. (4)
$240

4353
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) - Macfarlane/Henry
(2002) (R.301 (pair), 303, 304 (3), 306a (6), 306b (9), 307
(12), 308 (5), 309 (2), 313 (singles (10) and run of (10)),
310b (9), 316 (BL and IC93 runs of (10), singles (6) including
AA94), 318 (singles (8) including AA97, AA98, AA98 run of
(4) first prefix; GL98 broken run of (8)), 320 (AA02 broken
run of (8) first prefix, BK02 run of (10), singles (7); AA03
run of (10) first prefix, DF03 broken run of (6) last prefix,
singles (2)). Fine - uncirculated. (158)
$2,000

4346
Five dollars - fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996-1997)
last signature prefix and last 1998 year prefix, five dollars
EA 98 722980 (Mc 304C/2), ten dollars GL 98 900935
(Mc 402C/2), twenty dollars DA 98 811673 (Mc 502b/2),
last prefix for 1998 series, fifty dollars JC 98 989356 (Mc
602b/2). Uncirculated. (4)
$400

4354
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFC 918957 (R.302).
Light centre fold, otherwise uncirculated.
$150
4355
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFN 977680 (R.302).
Flattened, cleaned and a few creases, nearly extremely fine.
$70
4356
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFB 106764 (R.302).
Flattened, otherwise good very fine.
$70
4347*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAA 428070/1 (R.301)
consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes. Uncirculated.
(2)
$1,200

4357
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) to Fraser/Higgins (1990)
(R.303 (2), 306a, 309, 310b (8), 309, 312 pair). Nearly
uncirculated - uncirculated. (15)
$220

4348
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) SAX 532582-588
(R.301) consecutive run of seven notes. All notes with centre
fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated. (7)
$150

4358
Ten dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) TED 363007/10 four
consecutive notes. Very light centre fold, nearly uncirculated.
(4)
$200
384

4359
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) gothic centre thread,
TEV 541034 (R.306a). Uncirculated.
$80

4368
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 513 789, 799/800
(R.310b) single and pair of first serial prefix of second release.
Uncirculated. (3)
$500

4360
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) gothic centre thread,
TEV 541035/36, consecutive pair (R.306a). Uncirculated.
(2)
$160

4369
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB10 510051/2, 4/5
(R.310b) two consecutive note pairs of first serial prefix of
second release. Uncirculated. (4)
$400

4361
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) gothic centre thread,
TGH 671214/5 consecutive pair, TGU 671224/6 three
consecutive notes (R.306a). Nearly uncirculated. (5)
$200

4370
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 513791/7
(R.310b) a run of seven consecutive first serial prefix notes
of second release. Uncirculated. (7)
$1,000

4362
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) THV 769204 (R.306b).
Light centre fold, otherwise uncirculated.
$100

4371
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 795507-795522,
first serial prefix of second release, run of sixteen, (R.310b).
Uncirculated. (16)
$2,000

4363
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) UXX 039003/12
(R.309) run of ten consecutive. Stain or tone marks on three,
otherwise crisp virtualy uncirculated. (10)
$140

4372
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) second release, AB 11,
12 (2), 13, 16, 17, 19 (2), 23, 25 (2), 26 (2), 30, 31 (3), 42,
44, 45 (R.310b). One damaged, the rest very fine - extremely
fine. (20)
$220

4364
Ten dollars, Johnstone/Fraser (1985) UHL - UVE range
includes three consecutive UUR 515227/9 (R.309) (39);
Fraser/Higgins (1990) MCA, MFC, MFJ (R.312) (3);
Fraser/Cole (1991) MGQ - MRC range (R.313a) (11). Three
consecutive notes with centre fold and teller's flick extremely
fine, one Fraser/Cole slightly misprint with white around
back top of Greenway's head and good very fine, the rest
very good - extremely fine. (53)
$600

4373
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) AB22 801651-652,
AB22 801678-679, AB22 801704-705, AB22 801708-709,
AB22 801686-688, AB22 801665-668, AB22 801635-639,
AB22 801625, AB22 801628, AB22 801631, AB22 801633,
AB22 801649, AB22 801662, AB22 801681, AB22 801684
(R.310b). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (28)
$400
4374
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) second release, AB42
952200/342 (91), broken runs from an original pack; AB43
796119; AB15 594477/9 three consecutive; AB15 949508/11
four consecutive (R.310b). Uncirculated. (99)
$3,000
4375
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB57 704528 (R.310b)
last serial prefix of second release. Centre fold, otherwise
nearly uncirculated and rare.
$200

4365*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB/10 935837/8
(R.310a) consecutive pair of first serial prefix release notes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$900
4366
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 18 936776/8
(R.310a), three consecutive notes and AB 25 943221/3, three
consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (6)
$200
4367
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB 10 263361 (R.310b)
first serial prefix of second release. Uncirculated.
$120

lot 4376

385

4385
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) first year prefix
for 1997 dated series, AA 97 790466, 469 (Mc 402b/1).
Uncirculated. (2)
$150
4386
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) first year prefix for
1997 dated series, AA 97 792065/8 four consecutive notes
(Mc 402b/1). Uncirculated. (4)
$300
4387
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) GL 02 876824/5
consecutive pair last year prefix for 2002, AA 03 033907/8
consecutive pair first year prefix for 2003, DF 03 504885/6
consecutive pair last year prefix for 2003 (R.320aL, 320bF,
320bL). Uncirculated. (6)
$120
4388
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) AL 03 524291/300
(R.319) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$120
4389
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2003) AL 03 524301/10
(R.319) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$120
4390
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2006) CF 06 979758/67
(R.320) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$120
4391
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2006) DC 06 979551/60
(R.320) ten consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$120
4392
Ten dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) gothic centre thread TGE
584088/9 consecutive pair (R.306a); twenty dollars, Knight/
Wheeler (1976) side thread XUV 992396 (R.406b). Last note
centre fold extremely fine, first two notes uncirculated. (3)
$150
4393
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) CJ 03 415065/6
consecutive pair (R.320b); fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans
(1997) FH 99 160836/7 consecutive pair (R.518c).
Uncirculated. (4)
$180

4376*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB57 912897/9
(R.310b) trio of consecutive last serial prefix notes of second
release. Centre bends, otherwise uncirculated and rare. (3)
$1,500

4377*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) AB57 912903/5
(R.310b) trio of consecutive last serial prefix notes second
release. Centre bends, uncirculated and rare. (3)
$1,500
4378
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) MRR 671244/5 last prefix,
PIL single Q, consecutive pair (R.313bL). Uncirculated.
(2)
$160
4379
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) CM 93 276864/8 five
consecutive numbers (R.316). Uncirculated. (5)
$100
4380
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) BE 93 052699/700,
consecutive pair, blue Dobell shading (R.316a). Uncirculated.
(2)
$90
4381
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) DD98 459636/40,
consecutive run of five (R.318). Uncirculated. (5)
$150
4382
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) GL 98 764111, last
signature and last 1998 prefix (R.318cL). Uncirculated.
$70
4383
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) GL 98 764158/9,
consecutive pair, last signature and last 1998 prefix
(R.318cL). Uncirculated. (2)
$130
4384
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1996) first signature prefix
and first 1996 year prefix, AA 96 851731/2 consecutive pair
(Mc 402a/1). Uncirculated. (2)
$150

4394*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 930055/6
(R.401) consecutive pair of first serial prefix notes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$1,000
386

4395
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAA 228649/50
(R.401) consecutive pair of first prefix notes. Nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$400
4396
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) prefixes XAB, XAD
(pair), XAF (pair), XAY (pair). Virtually uncirculated. (7)
$200
4397
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAF 187225-226
(R.401) consecutive pair. Extremely fine. (2)
$100

part

4404*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.401 (single and XAK pair), 403 (single and XCL
pair), 406b (5), 407a (single and XZV pair), 407b(1), 408
(VLD trio and VJL run of four), 409a (5), 409b (EKD
909928), 412 five singles RCB, RER and RHD pairs RJV
run of four) RGK run of five); 413 (two singles, two AAA
single, AAA pair). The 406 b's only very fine, others mostly
uncirculated. (63)
$2,500

4398
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAE 007212
(R.401); Phillips/Randall (1968) XDL 973783 (R.403).
Centre fold, extremely fine. (2)
$80

4405
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Macfarlane/Henry
(2002) a collection with runs and duplicates later issues with
first and last prefixes, all housed in a blue Lighthouse album
(R.401 (four including XAF pair), 403 (2), 405 (very good),
406a (2), 406b (3), 407a (4), 407b (6), 408 (21 including
VKQ pair), 409a (4), 411, 412 (8), 413 (five singles including
one AAA, RHT pair, RKD run of 6, RKQ run of 5, RKC run
of 14), 415 (AAA pair and run of 10) 416 (AA 94 single, 16
singles, FD, FE KC runs of 10 and HC run of 20), 418 (16
singles and two AA 98 pairs), 420 (AA 02 run 8, KF run 4
plus single, KM broken run of 8, 5 singles, AA03 pair, DA
pair; AA05 pair, GB run of 6, 3 singles). Fine - uncirculated.
(117)
$3,000

part

4399*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Macfarlane/Evans
(1997) missing Coombs/Randall (R.401, 403-418 first
prefix). Extremely fine - uncirculated, the scarce Johnston/
Fraser gothic illustrated. (17)
$1,100
4400
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.401, 403-5, 406a, b, 407a, b, 408, 409a, 411,
412, 413, 415). Virtually uncirculated. (14)
$500
4401
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans
(1994) (R.401 (2, one is XAA) 402, 403, 404, 407b, 416
(single and pair)). The first fine, others good very fine uncirculated. (9)
$350
4402
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to Fraser/Evans
(1993) (R.401 (single and pair), 402, 404 (2), 412 (pair, 413,
415 pair). The third only fine, otherwise nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated. (11)
$350

4406*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 892452
(R.402). Virtually uncirculated and rare thus.
$2,000
Ex David Ireland Collection.

4403
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to one hundred
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) from circulation (R.401 (5), 403
(12), 404 (16), 412, 416, 418 (2), 513, 516, 518 (5), 519, 609
(8), 612, 613, 616 (4)). Fair - nearly uncirculated. (59)
$2,500

387

4413
Twenty dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) to Fraser/Cole
(1991) (R.403(2), 404, 405(5), 406 (55), 407a (15) b (46),
408 (11), 409a (17), 412 (4), 413 (9)). Fair - extremely fine.
(165)
$3,750
4414
Twenty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) XVX 174721/6
(R.407a) six consecutive gothic serial notes. Light centre
folds, otherwise nearly uncirculated. (6)
$180

4407*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 156233
(R.402). Crisp, good extremely fine and very scarce.
$700

4415
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) VJF 638459/61
(R.408) consecutive trio. Uncirculated. (3)
$240
4416
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Stone (1983) VHS 008144-147
(R.408) consecutive run of four notes; Johnston/Fraser
(1985) VYH 531900; VYH 531902-904, VYH 531926-930
(R.409a), consecutive runs of three and five notes. Nearly
extremely fine - extremely fine. (13)
$300

4408*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 598226
(R.402). Flat, nearly extremely fine.
$400
4409
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 249099
(R.402). Flattened of centre fold and top edge creases,
otherwise extremely fine.
$400
4417*
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EKU 108299
(R.409b) gothic serials. Virtually uncirculated and scarce.
$400
4418
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EJZ 789549;
EKG 773702 (R.409b) gothic serials. Flattened, virtually
uncirculated. (2)
$300
4419
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EDV 138027-032,
EDV 138039-043 (R409a), consecutive runs of six and five
notes. Extremely fine. (11)
$270

4410*
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 778583
(R.402). Flattened, good very fine.
$400
4411
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBR 291858
(R.402). Two staple holes, centre fold, flattened, some
smudge marks and a few tiny spots of foxing on back right
side, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$300

4420
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) EBH 297515/6
(R.409a) consecutive pair EKC 580931, (R.409b) gothic
serials. Nearly uncirculated; extremely fine. (3)
$200

4412
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) XBQ 739158
(R.402). Flattened, otherwise very fine.
$220

4421
Twenty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1981) to Fraser/Cole
(1991) (R.409a runs of three, seven and eight consecutive
notes, R.413 trio and five singles). Uncirculated. (26)
$650
388

4431
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) DD 02 666666
(R.420a) solid number note. Uncirculated.
$100

4422
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) AAS 899981/900000
(R.413) includes radar note 899998. Virtually uncirculated
and scarce with the round number note. (20)
$500

4432
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2005) AA 05 921129
(R.420) first serial prefix radar note. Uncirculated.
$70
4433
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2005) AA 05 927729
(R.420) first serial prefix radar note. Uncirculated.
$70
4434
Twenty dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) XAF 723523
(R.401); Fraser/Evans (1993) AAA 449726 (R.415); Fifty
dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) YHG run of four (R.507); One
dollar, Knight/Stone (1979) DBZ runs of four and six (R.77);
two dollars Johnston/Fraser (1985) LHU pair. Some centre
folds, extremely fine - uncirculated. (18)
$350

4423*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ACP 000001 (R.413)
serial number one. Uncirculated.
$1,000
4424
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) first year prefix for
1996 dated series, AA 96 360841/2 consecutive pair (Mc
501c/1). Uncirculated. (2)
$300
4425
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) last signature prefix
and last 1996 year prefix, DA 96 293641 (Mc 501c/2).
Uncirculated.
$170
4426
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) last signature prefix
and last 1996 year prefix, DA 96 293643 (Mc 501c/2).
Uncirculated.
$170

4435*
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) YAA 318974 (R.505)
first serial prefix. Two pin-holes otherwise good extremely
fine.
$500

4427
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) BB, FL, GD, HA,
HH, HK and FA 94 259792/3 consecutive pair (R.416);
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) CF, (1998) AB, AE (R.418);
Macfarlane/Henry (2002) KF, (2005) EL (R.420). The AB,
BB and GD prefixes and consecutive pair uncirculated, the
rest, some with light creasing, extremely fine. (13)
$300

4436
Fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) to Macfarlane/Evans
(1997) (R.505-518, first prefix). Uncirculated. (13)
$1,000

4428
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) first prefix and
first 1997 year prefix, AA 97 157278, 289 (Mc 502a/1).
Uncirculated. (2)
$110

4437
Fifty dollars, Knight/Wheeler (1976) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.506, 507, 508 (15), 509a (10), 509b (4, extremely fine
and scarce), 511, 512 (15), 513 (10), 515 (12)). Very fine
- extremely fine. (69)
$4,000

4429
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) first prefix and first
1997 year prefix, AA 97 187563/6 four consecutive notes
(Mc 502a/1). Uncirculated. (4)
$250

4438
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) to Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.507 (YHC trio), 508 (YHT and YLL pairs), 509a (YUH,
YVF pairs), 511 (YXX and YYJ pairs), 512 (three originals
and WBH pair), 513 (WDJ, WHU, WPN pairs), WJG trio,
WHF run of four); 515 (single, WQK, WSV, WVB pairs,
WTY trio). Uncirculated. (43)
$4,000

4430
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) KJ 02 899208/9
consecutive pair, KM 02 994833/4 consecutive pair
last prefix and last 2002 year prefix (R.420a, 420aL).
Uncirculated. (4)
$110
389

4439
Fifty dollars, Knight/Stone (1979) to Macfarlane/Henry
(2003), a collection with runs and duplicates, later issues
with first and last prefixes, all housed in a black lighthouse
album (R.507 (3 singles and YFH pair) 508, 509a (6), 509b
(YVB trio), 511 (4), 512 (29), 513 (13 plus pair and two
trios), 515 (9 singles WKS, WUE, WPK, WYD, WYF runs of
10, WVT run of 18), 516 and 518 (AA 97 (2) 98 (2 plus 2
pairs) PE 99 run of 4, pair, 9 trios, 2 runs of 10, 35 singles),
520 (AA03 2 pairs DA pair, AA04 broken run of 4, GB trio
and 17 singles (to 05)). Mostly uncirculated. (272)
$15,000

4449
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) PE 99 983362/3
consecutive pair last signature prefix and last 1999 year
prefix (R.518cL). Uncirculated. (2)
$270
4450
Fifty dollars, Stevens/Henry (2007) AB 07 270066/71, 73/5;
AB 07 820143 (R.521) single and runs of three and six
consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (10)
$600
4451
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002) BB04, FC, GD, HJ
05 (R.520); one hundred dollars, Stevens/Henry (2008) AD
08045028 (R.621). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (5)
$350

4440
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) to MacFarlane/Evans
(1998) (R.509a (YPN, three singles and runs of 3 (2), 4, 7
and 10 consecutive notes), 513, 516 (4 including pair), 518
(3)). Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (38)
$2,500

4452
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA 543691/2,
877299/300 (R.608) two first serial prefix pairs of consecutive
notes. Uncirculated. (4)
$1,000

4441
Fifty dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) YUK 570781 (R.509b).
Crisp, good extremely fine.
$160

4453
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) ZAA
076188/189 (R.608) consecutive pair of first prefix notes.
Extremely fine. (2)
$300

4442
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) WBP534305/7 (R.512)
consecutive trio. Uncirculated. (3)
$240

4454
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) to MacFarlane/
Evans (1998) (R.608, 609, 612 (pair and trio), 616 (AA first
prefix (8), five singles, BK run of four), 618 (pair)). Mostly
uncirculated. (26)
$3,000

4443
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) (R.513 three consecutive
pairs, trio, runs of four (3) and five (2); Fraser/Evans (1993)
(R.515 trio). Uncirculated. (34)
$2,000

4455
One hundred dollars, Johnston/Stone (1984) to Macfarlane/
Evans (1998) collection housed in green Lighthouse album
(R.608, 609 (4), 612 (16) 9 pairs, 3 trios, runs of 4, 5(2) and
6), 613 (5 singles, pair, five trios, 2 runs of 8, runs of 9 and
10), 616 (test notes (3) AA96 five singles, 2 pairs and a run
of 6), 15 singles, including JK last prefix, 2 pairs, two trios,
runs of 5 and 7), 618 (1998 (6), 1999 AA99 pair and trio,
JK last prefix, 3 pairs; pairs (7) trios (2) run of 6, broken run
of 10, single (4)). Fine - uncirculated. (231)
$25,000

4444
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) WTR 396646, WZJ
903657 (R.515); Fraser/Evans (1995) DL 95 402542
(R.516a). First two notes very fine, last note uncirculated.
(3)
$200
4445
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) VG 95 662447, last prefix
(R.516). Good fine.
$100

4456
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) two ZHE
consecutive pairs (R.612). Uncirculated. (4)
$600

4446
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) first prefix and
first 1997 year prefix, AA 97 402886 (McD.602a/1).
Uncirculated.
$150

4457
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZLD 092988/9
(R.613) consecutive pair of last serial prefix notes.
Uncirculated. (2)
$400

4447
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) first prefix and
first 1997 year prefix, AA 97 402889 (McD.602a/1).
Uncirculated.
$150

4458
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZHR 392560/1
(R.613) consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$250

4448
Fifty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) AA 99 278060,
278365 first prefix for 1999 dated series (R.518cF).
Uncirculated. (2)
$240

4459
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991) ZJA and ZJC pairs
of consecutive notes (R.613). Uncirculated. (4)
$600
390

4460
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AN 96 783663
(R.616) test notes. Uncirculated.
$300

COLLECTOR FOLDERS & UNCUT NOTES

4470
Australian Note and Coin Collection, 1997, matching note
numbers 22 97 999682, collection number 318; 1998,
matching note numbers 22 98 999682, collection number
318. Consecutive years matching serial numbers and
collection numbers, uncirculated. (2)
$500

4461
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) AX 96 731083
(R.616) test note. Uncirculated.
$300
4462
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) BR 96 701155
(R.616) test note. Uncirculated.
$300

4471
Australian Note and Coin Collection, 1997, matching note
numbers 22 97 999684, collection number 316; 1998,
matching note numbers 22 98 999684, collection number
316. Consecutive years matching serial numbers and
collection numbers, uncirculated. (2)
$500

4463
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) CK 96 750307/11
(R.616) five consecutive notes. Uncirculated. (5)
$600

4472
Circulating Polymer Notes, 1996, portfolio of five, ten,
twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars with matching serials,
0096 000647. Uncirculated.
$500

4464
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) last signature
prefix and last 1996 year prefix, JK 96 877740/1 consecutive
pair (Mc 701a/5). Uncirculated. (2)
$600

4473
Circulating Polymer Notes, 1996, portfollio of five, ten,
twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars with matching serials,
0096 000648. Uncirculated.
$500

4465
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) AA 98
909357 (R.618) first serial prefix. Uncirculated.
$200

4474
Circulating Polymer Notes, 1996, portfolio of five, ten,
twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars with matching serials,
0096 000650. Uncirculated.
$500
4475
Thirty Years of Decimal Currency, five dollars/stamp pane
portfolios (2) 1996; One hundred dollars, portfolio of two
notes, 1996. Uncirculated. (3)
$450
4466*
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) CF 98 667258
last prefix of 1998 year prefix (R.618L). Uncirculated.
$1,000

4476
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1997, Deluxe series,
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) five, ten, twenty, fifty and one
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 97 002102 (Mc
DYF20, 22, 24, 26, 28). Uncirculated. (5 folders)
$400

4467
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) AA 99
91321/2 consecutive pair first prefix for 1999 date issue
(R.618F). Uncirculated. (2)
$250

4477
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1997, Deluxe series,
Macfarlane/Evans (1997) five, ten, twenty, fifty and one
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 97 002085/6
consecutive pairs (Mc DYF20, 22, 24, 26, 28). Uncirculated.
(10 folders)
$800

4468
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) EF 99
788615/6 consecutive pair (R.618). Uncirculated. (2)
$250

4478
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1998, Deluxe series,
Macfarlane/Evans (1998) five, ten, twenty, fifty and one
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 98 001993/4
consecutive pairs (Mc DYF30). Uncirculated. (2 sets)
$600

4469
One hundred dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) JK 99
971689/90 consecutive pair last signature prefix and last
year prefix (R.618L). Uncirculated. (2)
$300

391

4479
Decimal 'Dated' Annual Issue, 1999, Deluxe series,
Macfarlane/Evans (1999) five, ten, twenty, fifty and one
hundred dollars, black serial numbers AA 99 001666/7, set
numbers 1666/7 consecutive pairs of numbers (Mc DYF32).
Uncirculated. (2 sets)
$800

4488
Five dollars, 1997, 30th Anniversary 'Famous Fives', set
of three, red overprint, Fraser/Cole (paper), Fraser/Evans
(polymer, two types), Premium consecutive folder numbers
15 and 16 (Mc $5 GF6). Uncirculated. (2 folders)
$170
4489
Five dollars, 1997, 30th Anniversary 'Famous Fives', set of
three, black overprint, Fraser/Cole (paper), Fraser/Evans
(polymer, two types), Deluxe consecutive folder numbers
1013/6 (Mc $5 GF7). Uncirculated. (4 folders)
$140

4480
Dated Annual sets, 1997 Deluxe two consecutive sets,
Premium set AA 97 000119; 1998 Deluxe, all sets with five,
ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars. Uncirculated.
(4)
$1,000

4490
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) Hong Kong Handover
Folder, HK 97 959545/6 consecutive pair (Mc $5 GF4).
Uncirculated. (2)
$100

4481
Dated Annual sets, 1998, Deluxe and two Premium sets
(consecutive numbers) all with five, ten, twenty, fifty and
one hundred dollars. Uncirculated. (3)
$750
4482
Dated Annual sets, 1999 Deluxe (2) and Premium sets,
all with five, ten, twenty, fifty and one hundred dollars.
Uncirculated. (3)
$750

4491
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary
commmemoratives, a series of twenty four with different
prefixes starting with AA00 (first prefix) to AA23 (last
prefix). In folders of issue, uncirculated. (24)
$650

4483
Two dollars, Johnston/Fraser, special two dollar souvenir
folders (issued at the NAA fair, Adelaide 5-6 September 1992;
Brisbane 8-9 May 1994 (2); Perth 20-21 August 1994), all
in official packs of issue (McDonald $2 GF 1e, le, lf, lg).
Uncirculated. (4)
$90

4492
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentenary, AA 22
079805/10 six consecutive notes (Mc$10 GF1). Uncirculated.
(6)
$90

4484
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) Deluxe First and Last Folder,
QLY 461587 and AA 25 000587 (Mc $5 F/LF1); five dollars,
Macfarlane/Evans (2001) Centenary of Federation Folder AA
01 012150 (Mc $5 GF9); ten dollars, Fraser/Johnston (1988)
Bicentennial Folder AA 06 023399 (Mc $10 GF1); two
dollar note, Johnston/Fraser (1985) LQG 850871 last pefix
(R.89b) and proof two dollars, 1988, in unofficial folder
number 871 of 2,000 issued; World Expo 88 two dollars
01745896 and five dollars 50325896 in Collectors Special
Release 1993 envelope. The covers of the first three folders
are creased or wavy, the notes unaffected, uncirculated. (4
folders, 2 Expo notes)
$100

4493
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) and Macfarlane/Evans
(1998) 10th Anniversary of Polymer folder, consecutive serial
numbers and matching last three digits, the 1998 issue with
black numbers and overprint, consecutive folder numbers
383 and 384 (Mc $10 GF6). Uncirculated. (2)
$120
4494
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) and Macfarlane/Evans
(1998) 10th Anniversary of Polymer folder, consecutive serial
numbers and matching last two digits, the 1998 issue with
red numbers and overprint, consecutive folder numbers 78
and 79 (Mc $10 GF5). Uncirculated. (2)
$170

4485
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans - Macfarlane/Evans, 1996
signatures two note folders Deluxe (2) premium; Low
number series 1995, five dollars to twenty dollars Deluxe,
1996, five to fifty dollars Deluxe (two sets); ten dollars 1988
folder with additional R310b. Uncirculated. (15)
$250

4495
Ten dollars, two banknote souvenir folder, Fraser/Cole
and Fraser/Evans, purple overprint, 1 November 1993
(Mc$10F/LF2); ten dollars, Bicentenary folders (3) two
with consecutive numbers AA 11 072585/6 (Mc$10GF1);
coin/note packs, unofficial, one dollar and two dollars, both
in limited edtion. Uncirculated. (6)
$100

4486
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) two note change of colours
portfolio with matching serials EA 93 500265 and EA 95
500265. Uncirculated.
$100

4496
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) first and last two note
folders (6); Blue and Grey 'Tenners' four note folder (2).
Uncirculated. (8)
$300

4487
Five dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995), portfolio, red serial
numbers, prefixes EA 93 and EA 95 with matching number
500425, portfolio no.325 (Mc$5 PT1). Uncirculated.
$120
392

4497
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) Waltzing Matilda Centenary
Portfolio, note and phonecard, black serial number WM 95
001769, phonecard number 0074501769 and portfolio
number 1769 (Mc N/T PT3). Uncirculated.
$120

4507
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut pairs, all with
matching serial number 000411, four pairs, one with traffic
lights at bottom edge (Mc $5 U5). Uncirculated. (4 pairs)
$120
4508
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992), two vertical pairs, QEF and
QEG 000767, XXV 011956, the second overprinted '25th
Anniversary 1967-1992'; Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1991)
block of four, MFU, MFV, MGD, MGE folder number 1839
and, another number 2933, serial nos. MGZ, MHA, MHH,
MHJ 600340, the last block with traffic lights, coin fair
issues Melbourne, July 1991 and Sydney November 1991,
the second sheet overprinted 'International Coin Fair / 16/17
November 1991'. In folders of issue, uncirculated. (3)
$170

4498
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) Waltzing Matilda
Centenary Portfolio, note and phonecard, red serial number
WM 95 000847, phonecard number 0074500847 and
portfolio number 847 of 1,000 produced (Mc N/T PT2).
Uncirculated.
$90
4499
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) Lawrence Hargrave
Centenary Portfolio, note and pane of 25 stamps, number
0672 red serial number and 2303 black serial numbers
with matching numbers on stamp panes (Mc N/APT5, 6).
Uncirculated. (2)
$100

4509
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) vertical pair, overprint in red
'25th Anniversary 1967-1992' numbers XXV 008378, 878,
plate number at top left FFA16/1/91, folder number 1509
(Mc $5 U8); ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial
folder (Mc $10 GF1); ten dollars, Macfarlane/Henry (2002)
AB 03 307766/8 three consecutive numbers (R.320b). The
first two in folders of issue, uncirculated. (5)
$100

4500
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) first and last two note
folders. Uncirculated. (3)
$350
4501
One hundred dollars, first polymer issue 1996, embossed two
note folder (3), single note folder (6). Uncirculated. (9)
$1,500

4510
Five dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) uncut block of eight to
commemorate handover of Hong Kong, red serial numbers,
prefix HK 97 and number beginning with 8, a number
considered lucky by Chinese (Mc $5 U19). In folder of issue
with certificate of authenticity, uncirculated.
$200

4502
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut full sheet of forty
notes, QDF - QFA 001074, with plate number IF686 at
top right corner and traffic lights at bottom (Mc $5 U1).
Uncirculated.
$400

4511
Five dollars, 1996, four blocks of four and vertical pairs,
same serial numbers, red serial vertical pair same serial;
one hundred dollars, 1995 uncut vertical pair red serial,
vertical pair and block of four with matching serial number.
Uncirculated. (13)
$1,200

4503
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut half sheet of twenty
notes, QDF - EEV 001539, with plate number IF681 at top
right corner (Mc $5 U2). Uncirculated.
$200
4504
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut half sheet of twenty
notes, QDK - QFA 001668, with traffic lights at bottom (Mc
$5 U2). Uncirculated.
$200

4512
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial, uncut full
sheet of twenty four notes, AA 00 - AA 23 290228 with plate
number IF239 at top right and traffic lights at bottom (Mc
$10 U1). Uncirculated.
$400

4505
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) uncut blocks of four, all
with matching serial number 00410, eight blocks, two with
traffic lights at bottom edge and two with plate numbers
IF681 and IF475 at front top right edge (Mc $5 U4).
Uncirculated. (8 blocks)
$400

4513
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial, uncut half
sheet of twelve notes, AA 00 - AA 11 178454, with traffic
lights at bottom (Mc $10 U2). Uncirculated.
$200
4514
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) Bicentennial, uncut half
sheet of twelve notes, AA 12 - AA 23 177982, with plate
number IF235 at top right corner and traffic lights at bottom
(Mc $10 U2). Uncirculated.
$200

4506
Five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1991) uncut block of four with
bottom selvege; Centenary of Federation block of four, 2001;
First and last two note folders five and ten dollars, twenty
dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) single note folder. Uncirculated.
(5)
$120
393

4515
Ten dollars, Fraser/Cole (1994) uncut full sheet of forty
notes, MPX - MRR 000035 (Mc $10 U16). Only 300 sheets
issued, uncirculated and scarce.
$800

4524
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) uncut full sheet of thirty
two notes WYR - FAB 000083 (Mc $50 U11). Only 125 full
sheets issued, with certificate which is damaged, uncirculated
and scarce.
$2,500

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4516
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) uncut pair, consecutive
red serial numbers, differing prefixes, consecutive folder
numbers 0905/6, sheet identification numbers at top of first
pair (Mc $10 U21). Uncirculated. (2)
$150

4525
Canada, Elizabeth II, Bank of Canada, Lawson/Bouey (1973)
one dollar, uncut full sheet of forty notes (BABN format of
5 x 8 notes) BFL prefix (P.85b). Uncirculated.
$150
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4517
Ten dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1997) uncut pair, traffic
lights at base of second pair, consecutive blue serial
numbers, consecutive folder numbers 2411/2 (Mc $10 U22).
Uncirculated. (2)
$120

4526
Canada, Elizabeth II, Bank of Canada, Lawson/Bouey (1973)
one dollar, uncut full sheet of forty notes (CBNC format of
4 x 10 notes) ECR prefix (P.85b). Uncirculated.
$150
Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4518
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1995) uncut full sheet of forty
notes, ABR - ADK 000130 (Mc $20 U10). Only 250 full
sheets issued, uncirculated and scarce.
$1,000

4527
Canada, Elizabeth II, Bank of Canada, Thiessen/Crow (1986)
two dollars, uncut full sheet of forty notes (BABN format of
5 x 8 notes) BBU prefix (P.94b). Uncirculated.
$100

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4519
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut blocks
of four, matching red serial numbers, differing prefixes,
consecutive folder numbers 346 and 347 (Mc $20 U12).
Uncirculated. (2)
$360

4528
Canada, Elizabeth II, Bank of Canada, Thiessen/Crow (1986)
two dollars, uncut full sheet of forty notes (CBNC format of
4 x 10 notes) EBB prefix (P.94b). Uncirculated.
$100

4520
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut blocks of
four, matching black serial numbers, differing prefixes, plate
number at top of one block and traffic lights at bottom of
the other, consecutive folder numbers 436 and 437 (Mc $20
U13). Uncirculated. (2)
$320

4529
Papua New Guinea, two kina, 1991 commemorative issue,
uncut full sheet of thirty five notes SP G 9 01 - 9 34 996931
(P.12). Uncirculated.
$120

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4530
Papua New Guinea, two kina, undated (1992) uncut full
sheets of forty notes each, AHV - AKJ 003556/7 consecutive
sheets (P.12A). Uncirculated and scarce as a pair. (2)
$300

4521
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut pair,
matching red serial numbers, differing prefixes, consecutive
folder numbers 189/90, traffic lights at top of first pair (Mc
$20 U15). Uncirculated. (2)
$180

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4531
Samoa, Central Bank of Samoa, two tala, undated (1990)
uncut full sheet of thirty five notes, AAB prefix (P.31b).
Uncirculated.
$120

4522
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut pair,
matching black serial numbers, differing prefixes (Mc $20
U15). Uncirculated.
$80

Ex Banking and Currency Museum.

4523
Twenty dollars, Macfarlane/Evans (1998) uncut pair,
matching black serial numbers, differing prefixes, consecutive
folder numbers 645/7, traffic lights at top of first pair (Mc
$20 U15). Uncirculated. (3)
$240

4532
U.S.A., Federal Reserve, 1976 Series, two dollars, uncut full
sheet of thirty two notes (P.461), 1988 Series, one dollar,
uncut sheet of thirty two notes (P.480). Uncirculated. (2)
$150
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